The Emma Press is an independent publisher dedicated to
producing beautiful, thought-provoking books. It was founded in
2012 by Emma Dai’an Wright in Winnersh, Berkshire, and is now
based in the Jewellery Quarter, Birmingham.
Having been shortlisted in both 2014 and 2015, the Emma Press
won the Michael Marks Award for Poetry Pamphlet Publishers
in 2016. The Emma Press is passionate about publishing literature
which is welcoming and accessible.
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GENERAL POETRY ANTHOLOGIES
The Emma Press Anthology of Contemporary Gothic Verse
Edited by Nisha Bhakoo
RRP £10.99 / ISBN 978-1-912915-36-1 / paperback
Published 31st October 2019

The Emma Press Anthology of Contemporary Gothic Verse is haunting,
romantic, and full of dark doorways and strange spaces which readers will
get thoroughly lost in. It’s a hand in a velvet glove, ready to grasp you by
the elbow and lead you through an array of ravishing and heart-racing
encounters.
This anthology engages deeply and playfully with the rich and unsettling
tradition of gothic literature from which these poems emerge, and updates
it for a 21st century readership.

Everything That Can Happen: Poems about the Future
Edited by Suzannah Evans and Tom Sastry
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-52-3 / paperback
Published 31st January 2019

Everything That Can Happen contains many kinds of future: an android fills
out a passport form; the local cricket pitch is lost underwater; frozen limbs
thaw from cryogenic sleep; robotic shoes allow for highspeed parenting.

The poems in this anthology explore time, language, changing landscapes,
future selves, uncertainty, catastrophe and civilisation. Whether imagining a
distant, apocalyptic future or the moment we live in, nudged slightly beyond
what we know, the poems ask what we can do to prepare ourselves for a
future that edges closer every day.

In Transit: Poems of Travel
Edited by Sarah Jackson and Tim Youngs
RRP £10 / ISBN 978‑1‑910139‑94‑3 / paperback
Published 28th June 2018

Travelling from one place to another is never as simple as getting from
A to B. Whether you’re sailing in a stately cruise liner or running for a
grimy commuter train, your mode of transport affects the way you look
at the things around you. Travel can even make us question who we are
at home: will we be the same person at the other end of the journey?

The poems in this anthology look at the ways in which travelling can
change us, whether we enjoy or endure it. Whatever your destination,
this book is a companion for the journey, exploring the nuances of the
strange state of being in transit.

Some Cannot be Caught: The Emma Press Book of Beasts
Edited by Liane Strauss and Anja Konig
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-88-2 / paperback
Published 21st June 2018

The Emma Press Book of Beasts rustles and roars with the voices of animals
and humans, co-existing on Earth with varying degrees of harmony. A
scorpion appears in a shower; a deer jumps in front of a car. A swarm of
snowfleas seethes through leaf litter; children bait a gorilla at the zoo.
The poems in this anthology examine hierarchy, herds, power, and the
price we pay for belonging.

The Emma Press Anthology of Love
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright / 25th January 2018
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-56-1 / paperback

Here, that familiar four-letter word takes on a world of meanings. Love
is written across the sky for the whole world to see, and whispered to a
partner at the bus stop in the rain.

The Emma Press Anthology of Aunts
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright / 10th May 2017
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-66-0 / paperback

Poets in this volume tell stories of glamorous confidants introducing
their charges to new clothes and music, and of older women, tough and
worldly-wise, who offer their nieces and nephews a different perspective
on life.

This Is Not Your Final Form: Poems about Birmingham
Edited by Richard O’Brien and Emma Wright / 16th February 2017
RRP £10 / ISBN 78-1-910139-60-8 / paperback

This Is Not Your Final Form showcases the best of Birmingham: a rich,
varied and vibrant city capable of inspiring a range of contemporary
poetic responses.

The Emma Press Anthology of the Sea
Edited by Eve Lacey / Published 20th October 2016
RRP £10.00 / ISBN 978-1-910139-45-5 / paperback

In the Anthology of the Sea, poets ask how the human mind can fathom
the ocean’s depths. The sea emerges as at once strange and familiar,
bearing witness to storms, ocean creatures and the human desire for
freedom.

Mildly Erotic Verse
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-34-9 / paperback
Published 14th January 2016

Mildly Erotic Verse skips the mechanics and dives straight into the
emotional core of sex, celebrating the diversity and eccentricity of
human sexuality.

The Emma Press Anthology of Age
Edited by Sarah Hesketh / Published 24th September 2015
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-31-8 / paperback

The Emma Press Anthology of Age is a collection of poems which challenge,
celebrate and give age a voice, finding humour amidst the heartbreak
and comfort within the pain.

Slow Things: Poems about Slow Things
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright / 23rd July 2015
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-16-5 / paperback

Slow walks, slow thoughts and slow afternoons in the sun provide
inspiration for the poets in this anthology which celebrates taking life at
a leisurely pace and existing in the present.

The Emma Press Anthology of Dance
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright / 9th May 2015
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-15-8 / paperback

The Emma Press Anthology of Dance is a celebration of dance and the
role it plays in people’s lives. What makes us start dancing? Why do we
ever stop?

Campaign in Poetry: Anthology of Political Poems
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright
RRP £7.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-17-2 / 7th April 2015

Faced with social injustice, disillusionment with authority and
widespread voter apathy, where can we turn to put the fight back in us?
The poets!

Best Friends Forever: Poems about Female Friendship
Edited by Amy Key / Published 4th December 2014
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-07-3 / paperback

Female friendships can be intense, rewarding, devastating and enduring.
This is a celebration of the transformative power of this frequently
overlooked and misunderstood relationship.

The Emma Press Anthology of Fatherhood
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright / 29th May 2014
RRP £10 / ISBN 978 1 910139 00 4 / paperback

Fathers consider their children and children consider their fathers
in this powerful book about masculinity, legacy and distance. Silence
dominates as poets explore words unspoken.

The Emma Press Anthology of Motherhood
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright / 28th February 2014
RRP £10 / ISBN 978 0 9574596 7 0 / paperback

Love and devotion sit alongside exhaustion and doubt in this moving
collection of poems about the state of motherhood. There are poems
about beloved mothers, difficult mothers, expectant mothers and notto-be mothers.

THE EMMA PRESS OVID ANTHOLOGIES
Second Place Rosette: Poems about Britain
Edited by Richard O’Brien and Emma Wright
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-55-4 / Published 8th November 2018

Second Place Rosette is a calendar of the customs, rituals and practices that
make up life in modern Britain. The poems take in maypole dancing, mehndi
painting, and medical prescriptions.

Urban Myths and Legends
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-24-0 / Published 2nd June 2016

A sparky collection of poems by modern poets who have taken inspiration
from the Roman poet Ovid’s Metamorphoses. The poems all tell stories which
include a transformation: some inspired directly by the Metamorphoses and
some completely new and of our time.

Homesickness and Exile
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-02-8 / Published 18th September 2014

How does it feel to be a foreigner? Can you choose where you call home?
Homesickness and Exile is a collection of poems about the fundamental human
need to belong to a place.

A Poetic Primer for Love and Seduction
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright
RRP £10 / ISBN 978 0 9574596 3 2 / Published 28th January 2014

An anthology of instructional poems by modern poets dispensing advice on
love, seduction, relationships and heartbreak, channelling the spirit of Roman
poet Ovid’s Ars Amatoria and Remedia Amoris.

POETRY BOOKS FOR CHILDREN AGED 8+
Poems the wind blew in
Poems by Karmelo C. Iribarren, illustrated by Riya Chowdhury
Translated from Spanish by Lawrence Schimel

Open this book carefully: as soon as you do, the wind will
sweep you up across the city. You’ll roam down empty
streets, take a ride on the Metro and see magical things –
but there’s always time to stop and look about the world
around you: the night, the rain, and the sea. These poems
focus on everyday, small things – and breathe new life into
everything that children see around them. A plastic bag
dreams of becoming a cloud, raindrops go on holiday to
the sea, and hats fill up with thoughts.
The book builds an immersive, tender world – and through
its gentle sense of humour and striking images it teaches
children to look closely at everything they come across.
Approximate reading age: for reading aloud to children aged
6+; for children aged 8+ to read on their own

ISBN 978-1912915-31-6
RRP £8.99
Paperback
184 x 123mm
Published 21st
November 2019

Super Guppy
Poems by Edward van de Vendel, illustrated by Fleur van de
Weel, translated from Dutch by David Colmer

Have you ever had a pet? Or have you ever stopped to look
at all of the small things in your home that make up your
life? From wet socks to being tucked into bed at night, and
strongly featuring one inspiring guppy fish with real staying
power – Super Guppy stays close to home, but it’s a home
full of fun, jokes, and surprising adventure.

This is a funny, contemporary collection of children’s poems
about home life, that will appeal to curious children who
have questions about how the world, and everything in it,
works!
Approximate reading age: for reading aloud to children aged
6+; for children aged 8+ to read on their own.
ISBN 978-1910139-65-3
RRP £12.00
Paperback
80 pages
210 x 150mm
Published 6th
June 2019

Dragons of the Prime: Poems about Dinosaurs
Edited by Richard O’Brien, with factual notes by Will Tattersdill.
Illustrated by Emma Dai’an Wright.

Dragons of the Prime is an anthology for children which
tackles the big questions about these larger-than-life
creatures: what would a baby diplodocus pray for, and just
how big is a dinosaur’s egg? Along the way it takes in fossilfinders – like the pioneering Mary Anning – T-Rex’s gym
routine, and chickens who dream at night of their dino
ancestors’ ‘dagger teeth’.

There are poems about dinosaurs in their Jurassic heyday,
poems about new discoveries and the latest scientific
knowledge, and poems about the history of how humans
have imagined these amazing beasts.
Approximate reading age: for reading aloud to children aged
6+; for children aged 8+ to read on their own
ISBN 978-1912915-05-7
RRP £10.99
Paperback
128 pages
184 x 123mm
Published 16th
May 2019

Wain: LGBT reimaginings of Scottish folktales
Poems by Rachel Plummer, illustrations by Helene Boppert

Wain is a collection of LGBT themed poetry for teens
based on retellings of Scottish myths. The collection
contains stories about kelpies, selkies, and the Loch Ness
Monster, alongside perhaps lesser-known mythical people
and creatures, such as wulvers, Ghillie Dhu, and the Cat
Sìth. These poems immerse readers in an enriching, diverse
and enchanting vision of contemporary life.

The poems in this collection are fun, surprising, and full of
a magical mix of myth and contemporary LGBT themes
– it is a perfect read for teens who are learning more about
themselves, other people, and the world around them.
Suitable for all ages, but aimed at teenagers.

ISBN 978-1910139-47-9
RRP £12.00
Paperback,
perfect bound
210 x 150mm
88 pages
Published 28th
February 2019

The Head That Wears A Crown: Poems about
Kings & Queens
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright

Which King had a mischievous pet monkey? Which
ruthless Queen enjoyed toasting people to a crisp? Whose
reign lasted only nine days? The Head That Wears A
Crown is a captivating collection that features the Kings
and Queens of the British Isles as you’ve never seen them
before.

Intriguing, comical and accompanied by fascinating
historical facts, these vibrant poems are a joy to read,
bringing a long line of daring and devious monarchs to life.
A gorgeous delxue paperback, with gold foiling on the front
cover (of course) and flaps.
Approximate reading age: for children aged 8+.

ISBN 978-1910139-76-9
RRP £12.00
Paperback
210 x 150mm
168 pages
Published 6th
December 2018

The Book of Clouds
Poems by Juris Kronbergs, illustrated by Anete Melece
Translated from Latvian by Māra Rozīte & Richard O’Brien

If you look up on a cloudy day, you’ll see a whole new
surprising world above you – the world of clouds! The Book
of Clouds is an introduction to this world – and the guide
you’ll want by your side to help you understand it.

A mix of dreamy fantasy and scientific fact, this is the perfect
gift for any child with their head stuck in the clouds – and
for anyone who has ever wondered what’s up there in the
skies above. With 25 poems and many full-page illustrations
that use watercolour and collage, you won’t be able to pick
The Book of Clouds up without wanting to immediately
start making your own cloud diary.
Approximate reading age: for reading aloud to children aged
6+; for children aged 8+ to read on their own.

ISBN 978‑1‑9101
39‑14‑1
RRP £12
Hardback,
clothbound
80 pages
210 x 150mm
Published 3rd
May 2018

The Noisy Classroom
Poems by Ieva Flamingo, illustrated by Vivianna Maria
Staņislavska. Translated from Latvian by Žanete Vēvere
Pasqualini, Sara Smith & Richard O’Brien

It isn’t easy being a kid – especially not in the noisiest class
in the school. Some days, you struggle with algebra, or too
much homework. Sometimes, one of your fellow pupils just
won’t SHUT UP. And sometimes, the hardest thing is just
trying to fit in.
When the class feels like a many-headed dragon, how can
you find a place for yourself ? Would you feel less lonely
if you could smuggle in a cat? And when your parents are
fighting, don’t you find yourself looking into other people’s
windows on the walk back home?
Approximate reading age: for reading aloud to children aged
6+; for children aged 8+ to read on their own.
ISBN 978-1910139-82-0
RRP £8.50
Hardback
184 x 123mm
96 pages
Published 14th
September 2017

Moon Juice: Poems for Children
Poems by Kate Wakeling, illustrations by Elīna Brasliņa
RRP £8.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-49-3 / paperback, perfect bound
184 x 123mm / 96 pages / 25 poems / published 15th September 2016

Meet Skig, who’s meant to be a warrior (but is really more of a worrier). Meet
a giddy comet, skidding across the sky with her tail on fire. Put a marvellous
machine in your pocket and maybe you’ll be able to fix all your life’s problems.
Approximate reading age: for reading aloud to children aged 6+; for children aged
8+ to read on their own.

Winner of the 2017 CLiPPA.

Watcher of the Skies: Poems about Space and Aliens
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright
RRP £8.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-43-1 / paperback, perfect bound
184 x 123mm / 128 pages / published 29th September 2016

How big is the universe? Are there dogs in space? What if your friend was an
alien? Join the poets in wondering in this sparkling collection of poems about
the outermost possibilities of space, life and our imaginations.
Approximate reading age: for children aged 8+.

Falling Out of the Sky: Poems about Myths and Monsters
Edited by Rachel Piercey and Emma Wright
RRP £8.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-18-9 / paperback, perfect bound
184 x 123mm / 128 pages / 28 poems / published 18th June 2015

Who helped Theseus defeat the Minotaur? How did Antaboga the serpent
create the world? Find out in Falling Out of the Sky, a treasury of poems about
myths and legends featuring mischievous gods and ferocious villains.
Approximate reading age: for children aged 9+.

Shortlisted for the 2016 CLiPPA.

STORY BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
Once Upon a Time in Birmingham:
Women who dared to dream
Stories by Louise Palfreyman, illustrations by Jan Bowman,Yasmin
Bryan, Amy Louise Evans, Saadia Hipkiss, Chein Shyan Lee, Farah
Osseili and Michelle Turton

Who was the world’s first female programmer? Who made
history as the first British woman to sail solo around the
world non-stop? Who is Birmingham’s first female Muslim
MP? Meet Mary Lee Berners-Lee, Lisa Clayton, Shabana
Mahmood and many more in this lively introduction to
thirty of Birmingham’s most awe-inspiring women, past
and present.
Approximate reading age: for readers aged 12+.

ISBN 978-1910139-51-6
RRP £14.99
Hardback
112 pages
249 x 170mm
Published 13th
October 2018

The Adventures Of Na Willa
Stories by Reda Gaudiamo, illustrations by Cecillia Hidayat, translated
from Indonesian by Ikhda Ayuning Maharsi Degoul and Emma
Dai’an Wright

Na Willa is a bright girl living in Surabaya’s suburbs, her
home in the middle of an alley surrounded by cypress trees.
She spends her days running after trains, going down to the
market, and thinking about how people can sing through
radios. Set in a time when children spent the day outside,
listening to Lilis Suryani’s songs on the radio, Gaudiamo
has created a collection of stories of curious adventures and
musings of a multicultural girl growing up in Indonesia
with an East Indonesian mother and a Chinese-Indonesian
father.
Approximate reading age: for reading aloud to children aged
6+; for children aged 8+ to read on their own.
ISBN 978-1910139-59-2
RRP £8.99
Paperback
112 pages
190 x 130mm
Published 12th
March 2019

The Girl Who Learned All The Languages Of The World
A chapter book by Ieva Flamingo, translated from Latvian by
Žanete Vēvere Pasqualini and Charlotte Geater, illustrated by
Chein Shyan Lee

Meet Lela – a clever little girl who is also very stubborn.
Despite her mum and dad encouraging her to learn a
new language, Lela refuses, arguing that dogs don’t try to
neigh. This leaves her in a bit of a pickle at an important
international party where she can’t understand anything
the grown-ups are saying and feels utterly miserable. Lela
vows from this moment on to learn all of the languages of
the world, one word at a time…
Approximate reading age: for reading aloud to children aged
6+; for children aged 8+ to read on their own.

ISBN 978-1912915-09-5
RRP £12.00
Paperback
112 pages
210 x 150mm
Published 24th
January 2019

PICTURE BOOKS FOR CHILDREN
BICKI-BOOKS #1 (1-6)
A collectible series of colourful mini picturebooks, each
illustrated by different illustrators. Young readers will love
these quirky modern nursery rhymes and enjoy following
along with the stories told in the illustrations. Translated
into English from Latvian for the first time.
Approximate reading age: for reading aloud to children aged
3+; for children aged 6+ to read on their own.
978-1-910139-91-2
978-1-910139-93-6
978-1-910139-95-0
978-1-910139-96-7
978-1-910139-97-4
978-1-910139-98-1

Bicki Bucki
Calm beasts
Everything goes topsy-turvy
The door wizard
Ice Cream
Furious Fly
Various authors,
translated from
Latvian by
Uldis Balodis,
Žanete Vēvere
Pasqualini, and
Kate Wakeling
RRP £4 each
Paperback
105 x 145mm
32 pages
Published 17th
January 2019

When It Rains
A picture book by Rassi Narika, translated from Indonesian by
Ikhda Ayuning Maharsi Degoul and Emma Dai’an Wright

But one day her friends Ana and Ilo ask her to join them
on an adventure outside during another downpour. Kira
discovers the joy of all the things that happen outside when
it rains – from the new friends she makes, to the umbrellas
on the streets, to the thrill of lightning, and finally, the
warmth found at the end of each rainfall.
With her delightful artwork and enchanting words, Rassi
Narika spins a story of hope and discovery that will brighten
even the rainiest of days.
Approximate reading age: for reading aloud to children aged
3+; for children aged 6+ to read on their own.

ISBN 978-1910139-63-9
RRP £10
Paperback
254 x 203mm
32 pages
Published 26th
March 2019

The Dog Who Found Sorrow
A picture book by Rūta Briede
Translated from Latvian and illustrated by Elīna Brasliņa

The Dog Who Found Sorrow is a beautiful, resonant picture
book about sadness and healing.

It tells the story of a dog who wakes up on morning to
find that his hometown is covered in thick black clouds and
everyone is feeling sad and hopeless. The dog sets out in
search of the source of sorrow, climbing up into the clouds...
It’s an intrepid quest, a parable about hope, and a tonic
for our sorrowful times. The gentle fantasy storytelling is
accompanied by textured, detailed artwork.
Approximate reading age: for reading aloud to children aged
4+; for children aged 7+ to read on their own.

ISBN 978-1910139-54-7
RRP £10
Hardback
230 x 200mm
44 pages
Published 22nd
November 2018

Queen of Seagulls
A picture book written and illustrated by Rūta Briede
Translated from Latvian by Elīna Brasliņa

Renata is not your average hero. She’s an angry neighbour
who complains about the people around her, steals food
that has been left out for the birds, and yells if she ever
hears music. But there is much more to her… what are the
seagulls trying to tell her? And what does the accordionist’s
mysterious song really mean?
To find out the answers to these questions, Renata needs to
learn about herself, and overcome her past mistakes. This is
a story of true love amid the seagulls!
Approximate reading age: for reading aloud to children aged
4+; for children aged 7+ to read on their own.

ISBN
978‑1‑
910139‑13‑4
RRP £10
Hardback
200 x 255mm
44 pages
Published 3rd
May 2018

POETRY PAMPHLETS
A warm and snouting thing
Poems by Ramona Herdman / RRP £6.50 / ISBN 9781912915293
Pamphlet, saddlestitched / 129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 13th June 2019

Poems which dance delicately between the sizzle of sex and the ambiguous
stability of commitment and family. These poems emphasise the physicality of
desire and the human and natural worlds which surround and shape it.

The Whimsy of Dank Ju-Ju
Poems by Sascha Aurora Akhtar / RRP £6.50 / ISBN 9781912915279
Pamphlet, saddlestitched / 129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 13th June 2019

A collection of colourful, energetic poems which revel in language. Using
experimental forms, with snippets of lines exploded across the page, Akhtar
drags the reader into a world of magic, heat, life and... whimsy.

The Stack of Owls is Getting Higher
Poems by Dawn Watson / RRP £6.50 / ISBN 9781912915330
Pamphlet, saddlestitched / 129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 13th June 2019

These poems, based on the writer’s time spent in Georgia, Tennessee and the
Carolinas, are interwoven with pieces set in the poet’s native Belfast which speak
urgently to the raw realities of sexuality, juvenile detention, and the Irish border.

priced out
Poems by Conor Cleary / RRP £6.50 / ISBN 9781912915255
Pamphlet, saddlestitched / 129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 13th June 2019

This pamphlet speaks, in an urbane and charmingly deadpan voice, to anyone
who has ever had the nagging feeling ‘you’ve arrived at the counter of a shop /
only to be told what you’re carrying isn’t legal tender’.

Poacher
Poems by Lenni Sanders / RRP £6.50 / ISBN 9781912915231
Pamphlet, saddlestitched / 129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 10th May 2019

Here horror imagery and romantic lyricism combine to construct a new gothic
world. These poems are eerie, thoughtful, bodily. They explore sexuality, and
dreams and nightmares. They are full of devouring creatures.

Dear Friend(s)
Poems by Jeffery Sugarman / RRP £6.50 / ISBN 9781912915187
Pamphlet, saddlestitched / 129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 11th April 2019

Animated by many different types of kinship, the poems in Dear Friend(s) explore
webs of experience that wind between parents, extended families and friends.
They will take readers back to powerful, often early influences, which result from
relations of likeness and empathy as well as blood.

Elastic Glue
Poems by Kathy Pimlott / RRP £6.50 / ISBN 9781912915071 /
pamphlet, saddlestitched / 129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / 28th February 2019

Here you’ll find revellers, developers and dealers circling the city’s glitzy heart,
Lenin inspecting allotments, and people hanging on to housing as the city tries
to squeeze them out in the search for ever more profit.

Paisley
Poems by Rakhshan Rizwan, introduced by Leila Aboulela
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-78-3 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 28th September 2017

The poems in Paisley are an unflinchingly feminist assault on received ideas about
womanhood which present the reader with often-uncomfortable truths.

Who Seemed Alive & Altogether Real
Poems by Padraig Regan, introduced by Andrew McMillan
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-74-5 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 8th June 2017

Padraig Regan’s poems delight in the sensual and the visual: this pamphlet is
alive with the textures of paint, sweat, sugar and overripe fruit.

Pisanki
Poems by Zosia Kuczyńska, introduced by Bernard O’Donoghue
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-72-1 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 8th June 2017

In 1940, a young girl is taken from her home in Eastern Poland to Arkhangelsk,
Siberia. Seventy years later, that journey is reimagined by her granddaughter.

Dragonish
Poems by Emma Simon, introduced by Caroline Bird
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-64-6 x / pamphlet, saddlestitched
129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 16th March 2017

Loss, love and various severed body parts are scattered throughout Dragonish.
The poems are rooted in family, friends and home while also reaching into other
worlds.

Trouble
Poems by Alison Winch, introduced by Sarah Howe
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-39-4 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 23rd June 2016

Via betting shops and Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, this pamphlet looks at different
kinds of intimacy – with lovers, grandmothers, and the not-yet-born.

Mackerel Salad
Poems by Ben Rogers, introduced by Tamar Yoseloff
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-41-7 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
129 x 198 mm 36 pages / published 23rd June 2016

The poems of Mackerel Salad lure the reader into a series of disorientating situations
which explore unreliable maps.

Goose Fair Night
Poems by Kathy Pimlott, introduced by Clare Pollard
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-35-6 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 17th March 2016

Goose Fair Night is a generous, jellied feast of a book, full of sharp-eyed yet tender
details about friendship, family and familiarity.

True Tales of the Countryside
Poems by Deborah Alma, introduced by Helen Ivory
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-26-4 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 22nd October 2015

Deborah Alma writes vividly about sex, love and ageing in rural Shropshire,
reflecting on her experiences as a mixed-race, British-Asian woman.

Myrtle
Poems by Ruth Wiggins, introduced by Deryn Rees-Jones
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-05-9 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 13th November 2014

Interweaving the ancient with the modern world, Ruth Wiggins explores fertility
and death, in poems that are imbued with a subtle eroticism.

Oils
Poems by Stephen Sexton, introduced by Annie Freud
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-03-5 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 16th October 2014

Stephen Sexton’s poems pulse with nervy melancholy and twang with a dark,
earnest wit. Winner of the 2014 PBS Winter Pamphlet Choice Award.

Rivers Wanted
Poems by Rachel Piercey, introduced by Kathryn Maris
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-04-2 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 16th October 2014

Rachel Piercey charms and disturbs in Rivers Wanted, inviting us into a lively
realm of bicycles, taxis and slot machines where hope and anxiety wrestle and
nature is scratching at the door.

Ikhda, by Ikdha
Poems by Ikhda Ayuning Maharsi, introduced by Rachel Piercey
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978 0 9574596 6 3 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
129 x 198 mm / 36pp / published 28th March 2014

Characters and landscapes leap off every page and the poems pulse with a visceral
humanity as Maharsi glories in the possibilities of language and life.

Raspberries for the Ferry
Poems by Andrew Wynn Owen, introduced by Richard O’Brien
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978 0 9574596 5 6 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
129 x 198 mm / 36 pages / published 28th March 2014

Andrew Wynn Owen dazzles in his debut pamphlet, embracing a variety of
formal structures and whisking the reader up with his infectious rhythms.

SHORT STORY COLLECTIONS
The Secret Box
Short stories by Daina Tabūna, translated from Latvian by Jayde Will
Illustrated by Mark Andrew Webber / RRP £6.50 / published 5th October 2017
ISBN 978-1-910139-90-5 / paperback / 129 x 198 mm / 104 pages

On the cusp of womanhood, Daina Tabūna’s heroines are constantly confronted
with the unexpected. Adult life seems just around the corner, but so are the kinds
of surprise encounter which might change everything.

First fox
Short stories by Leanne Radojkovich, illustrated by Rachel J Fenton
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-70-7 / paperback, perfect bound
129 x 198 mm / 64 pages / published 16th May 2017

The stories in First fox offer an everyday world tinged with the dreamlike qualities
of fairy tales. Disappointments and consolations meet with fantastical moments,
winding their way into the realm of possibility.

Postcard Stories
Short stories by Jan Carson, illustrated by Benjamin Phillips
RRP £6.50 / ISBN 978-1-910139-68-4 / pamphlet, perfect bound
129 x 198 mm / 80 pages / published 16th May 2017

Every day in 2015, Jan Carson wrote a story on the back of a postcard and mailed
it to a friend. These are those stories.

The Dead Snail Diaries
By Jamie McGarry / Published 21st August 2014 / 115 x 197 mm / 64 pages
RRP £8.50 / ISBN 978 0 9574596 9 4 / paperback, perfect bound

A beguiling collection of observational poems and literary parodies which explore and
celebrate snail culture, as told by a prematurely-crushed snail poet.

THE EMMA PRESS PICKS (POETRY)
Requiem
Poems by Síofra McSherry, illustrated by Emma Wright
RRP £5 / ISBN 978-1-912915-40-8 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
Published 5th December 2019

Written in memory of her mother, who died of motor neurone disease, the
poems roughly cover the timespan of an illness, death, and burial.

Bezdelki
Poems by Carol Rumens, illustrated by Emma Wright
RRP £5 / ISBN 978-1-910139-80-6 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
Published 5th February 2018

These elegies for a late partner, written in memory of Yuri Drobyshev, explore
the principle that death – even for atheists – isn’t purely loss.

Birmingham Jazz Incarnation, or, Playing the Changes
Poems by Simon Turner, illustrated by Mark Andrew Webber
RRP £5 / ISBN 978-1-910139-86-8 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
Published 12th October 2017

A man walks into a Birmingham bookshop, buys a volume of poetry, and steps
out into the road, where a musician seems to bring the city together.

Meat Songs
Poems by Jack Nicholls, illustrated by Mark Andrew Webber
RRP £5 / ISBN 978-1-910139-62-2 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
Published 16th March 2017

In Meat Songs, the voices of humans and animals – living and dead – clamour
for the reader’s attention.

The Dragon and The Bomb
Poems by Andrew Wynn Owen, illustrated by Emma Wright
RRP £5 / ISBN 978-1-910139-58-5 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
Published 24th February 2017

In an island kingdom, Don Armando dreams of a dragon-slaying adventure.
And in a laboratory, scientist Haplo Nous tinkers towards an atom bomb.

DISSOLVE to: L.A.
Poems by James Trevelyan, illustrated by Emma Wright
RRP £5 / ISBN 978-1-910139-37-0 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
Published 17th March 2016

What does it mean to die in a movie scene? To exist on the peripheries? James
Trevelyan takes twelve cult action films of the 1980s and 90s and gives life
where it was extinguished too early.

Malkin
Poems by Camille Ralphs, illustrated by Emma Wright
RRP £5 / ISBN 978-1-910139-30-1 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
Published 19th November 2015

Malkin brims and bubbles with the voices of those accused in the Pendle
Witch Trials of 1612. Shortlisted for the 2016 Michael Marks Award.

Captain Love and the Five Joaquins
Poems by John Clegg, illustrated by Emma Wright
RRP £5 / ISBN – 978 1 910139 01 1 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
Published 29th May 2014

The book follows the progress of Harry Love, on his triumphant tour of
California with the supposed head of horse-thief Joaquin Murrieta in a jar.

The Held and the Lost
Poems by Kristen Roberts, illustrated by Emma Wright
RRP £5 / ISBN 978 0 9574596 8 7 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
Published 28th February 2014

Melbourne poet Kristen Roberts is laid-back but precise as she sketches
sympathetic portraits against the backdrop of eucalypts and occasional rain.

The Emmores
By Richard O’Brien, illustrated by Emma Wright
RRP £5 / ISBN 978 0 9574596 4 9 / pamphlet, perfect bound
Published 28th January 2014

Richard O’Brien deploys every trick in the love poet’s book in The Emmores,
resulting in an irresistible mix of tender odes, introspective sonnets, exuberant
free verse and anthems of sexual persuasion.

The Flower and the Plough
Poems by Rachel Piercey, illustrated by Emma Wright
RRP £5 / 978-0-9574596-0-1 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
Published 31st January 2013

Rachel Piercey considers the dynamics of love and relationships in her
debut collection of poems. Romantic but never sentimental, Piercey captures
everything from the surrender of early love to the raw ache that can follow.

ART SQUARES (POETRY)
The Goldfish
Poems by Ikhda Ayuning Maharsi Degoul, illustrated by Emma Dai’an Wright
RRP £10.99 / ISBN 978-1-912915-20-0 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
200 x 200mm / 36 pages / published 26th October 2019

The Goldfish is a sumptuous, surreal exploration of femininity. The
poet inhabits the voice of a goldfish through a series of linguistically
experimental poems which plunge us into the glass bowl and invite us
to gaze out.

Now You Can Look
Poems by Julia Bird, illustrated by Anna Vaivare
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-84-4 / pamphlet, perfect bound
200 x 200mm / 36 pages / published 14th September 2017

The setting is the south of England, beginning just after the First World
War. The cast list: an artist, her family, her husband, their lovers, friends
and children. Uncredited extras are the writer and you, the reader.

AWOL
Poems by John Fuller and Andrew Wynn Owen, illustrated by Emma Dai’an
Wright
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-28-8 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
200 x 200mm / 36 pages / published 22nd October 2015

In rural Wales, John Fuller has composed a letter on the subject of
travel: warning against it, and wondering about people’s presences and
absences. Andrew Wynn Owen replies with enthusiasm, matching
John’s poetic form while hopping from gallery to garret.

If I Lay on my Back I Saw Nothing but Naked Women
Poems by Jacqueline Saphra, illustrated by Mark Andrew Webber
RRP £10 / ISBN 978-1-910139-06-6 / pamphlet, saddlestitched
200 x 200mm / 36 pages / published 13th November 2014

A sumptuous sequence of prose poems about the eccentric activities of
parents and step-parents, as seen from a child’s perspective. The poems
are illustrated with linocuts which complement the vivid atmosphere.
Winner of the 2015 Saboteur Award for Best Collaborative Work.

HOW TO BUY
You can click on the titles to go through to the Emma Press webshop, where
you can pay via Paypal.
If you would like to place an order via email or pay by direct bank transfer/
cheque, you can get in touch with the details below (preferably email):
The Emma Press Ltd
Apartment 11, Spectacle Works, 16-26 Hylton Street,
Jewellery Quarter, Birmingham B18 6HQ
Email: editor@theemmapress.com
TRADE INFO
The Emma Press is represented to the trade by Inpress, the innovative sales
specialist. Details of all their regional sales representatives can be found here.
Our books are distributed by NBNi.
For all trade orders, please contact NBNi directly.

